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A RUNESTONE FROM SKARA BRAE, ORKNEY (Fig. 5)

In 1963 an Ancient Monuments works squad was rebuilding the sea wall at Skara Brae
(Long. 3 31'W, Lat. 59 3'~, HY232 187) on Orkney. Cartloads of slabs were brought from
quarries below high water mark VV. and NW. of the settlement. They were supplemented by
slabs which had weathered out of the sands around and covering Skara Brae. A member of
the work squad noticed that a slab had markings on one face; but the slab was split and both
halves were inadvertently used face down as paving on the path which runs by the sea wall.

In 1982 Mr.J. Drever of the Ancient Monuments Division sought and refound it.
Realizing that the marks were runes he had the slab transported for safe keeping to the new
Ancient Monuments Depot at Hatston, Kirkwall. Its final disposition has not yet been
decided.

The original finder, M. S. Firth, died before details of the stone's discovery could be
recorded; although no-one now survives of those working on the sea wall in 1963 another
member of the work squad, Mr E. Harrald, has provided information about the origins of the
slabs used. The runes tone is unlikely to have come from below high water mark: it is little
weathered. It may have come from a Viking site in the upper levels of the sand cliff some
200 m W. ofSkara Brae and close to where a Viking cist was discovered in 1888. 1 But it seems
most likely to have been one of those which eroded out of the sands around Skara Brae during
the storm which necessitated rebuilding of the sea wall. That is the opinion of Mr Harrald,
who thinks it improbable that the squad would have sought slabs along the base of the sand
cliff.

The slab measures 1.4 by 0.8sm. It is of Orkney flagstone and is halfofan originally
thicker slab. The other halfwas also used as a paving stone at Skara Brae; it has been checked
and bears no carvings. The inscription is fairly fresh and can easily be distinguished from
natural cracks, flake edges and abrasions. It is composed of ill-formed straggling single
strokes varying in thickness from 0.8 to o.S mm. The vertical strokes have either a symmetri
cal blunt V-shaped cross-section or have the steeper side to the right. They are nearly as deep
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FIG. 5

Runestone from Skara Brae

as wide. The angled lines have a symmetrical blunt V-shaped cross-section. The most weakly
drawn rune is the first code rune: its stem is shallower and less wide than that of the others.
The most carelessly drawn rune is the middle ordinary rune. The runes are, however, all ill
formed despite the flat and texturally isotropic surface on which they were carved. The
inscription proved too shallow for effective on-site photography; it was traced on light-weight
tracing paper using a fibre-tip pen and Fig. 5 is a photographic reduction of that tracing.

The inscription consists of the two rows of signs, three in each row. Only the lower line
has normal runes, of a type with an uncovered part of the stem between the two side
branches. The first and third runes can be transliterated r and the second rune P, the form of
the latter rune K being a variant ofB, both used in Norwegian inscriptions from the end of the
r z th century and later. This will give a dating post quem to the Skara Brae inscription. Both
graphemes were apparently developed from the rune B b: 13 by adding points and K through
B with top and base lost. The youngerjUjJark (originally 16 runes) had earlier made no graphic
distinction between voiced and unvoiced labial stops. It must be mentioned however that K
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instead of the usual rk is found in three (as far as I know) late medieval inscriptions though
two of those also use the normal form of the rune. This must probably be due to influence
from Latin script, the majuscule K occasionally being used as an allograph by some literate
persons. The three signs could alternatively be read as Latin characters but this seems a less
convincing hypothesis as there must be a connection with the signs in the upper row.

These are code runes of a cryptographic system based on the Viking-Ageju,bark, which
consisted of sixteen runes divided into three groups (O.:'-J. IEt ti r): fubark hnias tbmly (some
times tblmy under influence from the order lm in the Latin alphabet). Several different
methods were used for such coding. The code runes of the present inscription are so-called
twig runes: on one side of a vertical stem are between one and three side strokes, or twigs,
which give the number of the IEtt; on the opposite side the twigs give the number of the rune
within the e it. As the third rune in the present inscription has four twigs on the right side it is
certain that this side gives the rune number and the left side gives the number of the e t t. But
often the order of the IEtti r is reversed: the third group is reckoned as the first and the first as
the third. Thus the coded runes here may be read either 2/3 1/22/4 iua or 213 3/22/4 iba.
Further the runes are sometimes to be read from right to left (see Brodgar I below).

Twig runes, as well as other systems of code runes, are sometimes used in conjunction
with ordinary runes. Examples are found in some Norwegian inscriptions: N 360 Borgund
XIII in Sogn and N443 Rodven I in Rornsdal.F In Orkney the well-known metric inscription
from Maes Howe, No. XVIII, starts with the words 'pisar runar' ('these runes'), in twig
runes, while the rest of the text is carved in ordinary runes. Twig runes are found elsewhere in
Orkney; ofparticular interest are those on three of the standing stones in the Ring ofBrodgar.
Two of the stones bear a single twig rune but the other, Brodgar I, has five runes ofwhich four
are twig runes. A reading from right to left gives the sequence niorn, which has not been
convincingly interpreted. Olsen suggested that an extra twig had been added by mistake to
the first rune and that accordingly it might be read b. 3 The inscription would then give the
personal name Bjorn, not unexpected on a monolith. Strid mentions, in connection with the
Brodgar inscription, a goddess Njorn or Njorun who is met with in old poetry." An interpreta
tion on this basis seems very unlikely.

The inscription on the stone found at Skara Brae is an interesting addition to the short
inscriptions with twig runes from Orkney mentioned above. No interpretation is suggested
for the two groups if they are separate from one another. If, however, they can be regarded as
forming one sequence they may be read consecutively iuarpr (or iuarkr) and this may give a
basis, though very vague, for a suggestion. As mentioned above, ordinary and coded runes
are found intermingled within words and sentences. The inscription may contain the
common name Ivarr followed by two unintelligible runes which are shortenings ofone or two
words. It must be stressed, however, that this hypothesis is put forward only for lack of a
better one.
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AN 11TH-CENTURY BONE TABULA SET
FROM GLOUCESTER (Fig. 6; PIs. XIV and xv)

Excavations by Western Archaeological Trust 1 under the direction ofIanJ. Stewart and
on behalfof the Gloucester City Museum Excavation Unit have recently been conducted on




